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Verse 2:

I have to give thanks for all that
I got
The pockets of many men getting slim
While the pockets of a few a become
Fat at at
Many men have guns
Plus a lot a shot at at
Coming with a vengeance to come Rat a
tat a tat
Leaving you to die on the spot at at
Politicians come around and a lat chat at
at
swear that you care but you do nat at at
My People sleeping on the side walk
But dem nuh matta dat

I will motivate my athlete to run a lap
I will motivate my farmer
To plant another crop
Of ganja, cabbage or sour sop op op
To put strength in our back
To mek love to our ladies
Non-stop
She gave birth to a son
I am the pop
She gave some of the popcorn
That she didda Pop-pop-pop
Her ratings for me will never drop
Me naa go motivate the thief to rob a
another shop
For the people to call Anada cop pop-pop

Song Category 1:
I am Malawi
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Chorus:

Hey Hey
Yeah oohh!
Hey Hey
The malawian Journeys
I say !

Hot Hot Hot

In the middle of day the sun was
Hot Hot Hot
Mi just left mi yaad
Mi cook a Pot at a tat
Boil piece a yam fry two sprat at at
I saw evil and stay far from dat
Yeah woah
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Verse 3:

Mood:

I give thanks for the food I am eating
In the streets gun shots are beating
In the house of parliament
many men who claim to be clever are seating
However, I never listen whenever they are
speaking
Due to to the fact that
They are wreaking a lot of havoc
And are cheating
From the poor man who they claim is the
weakling
Through prison bars many men are peeping
Ways out of poverty they were seeking
What you sew is what you are reaping
In the morgue dead bodies are heaping
keep one eye open when you are sleeping
Dem a murder the old and the babe that
creeping
Yeah
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